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Introduction and summary

Higher education is an integral part of the American Dream. But today more 
and more young people increasingly have to finance their education through 
student loans.

In the past three decades, the cost of attaining a college degree has increased more 
than 1,000 percent.1 Two-thirds of students who earn four-year bachelor’s degrees 
are graduating with an average student loan debt of more than $25,000,2 and 1 in 
10 borrowers now graduate owing more than $54,000 in loans.3 

African American and Latino students are especially saddled with student debt, with 
81 percent of African American students and 67 percent of Latino students who 
earned bachelor’s degrees leaving school with debt.4 This compares to 64 percent of 
white students who graduate with debt. With $864 billion in federal loans and $150 
billion in private loans, student debt in America now exceeds $1 trillion.5 

Many factors have contributed to the dramatic increase in student debt, includ-
ing the global economic recession of 2008, which led to a dramatic rise in college 
enrollment and consequently more students borrowing to pay for school.6 

One of the major self-inflicted causes is the consistent decline in state funding for 
higher education,7 which had helped colleges keep tuition affordable. The steadily 
and rapidly increasing cost of college nationwide prompted a dramatic rise in stu-
dent borrowing—a natural result as families could no longer rely on scholarships, 
grants, and personal savings, which cannot keep up with the rapidly increasing 
tuition costs that have far outpaced the rise in other basic costs like those of health 
care, gas, and food.8 

Beyond the job losses and decreased savings, the recession also had a major 
impact on state colleges and universities directly. One major effect was a drop in 
colleges and universities’ endowment values,9 which meant that they had fewer 
dollars to distribute in grants and scholarships to the students who rely on them to 
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pay for school. The recession also led to significant cuts in state higher education 
funding10 and consequently a further uptick in tuition.

Another cause has been the rise of the for-profit college sector. Students at non-
four-year, for-profit colleges have seen the largest increase in student loan debt 
among any group of student borrowers. In 2001, 62 percent of freshmen at these 
schools took out student loans—and just eight years later, that number jumped to 
86 percent.11 These trends are a result of a lack of oversight of private lenders and 
the marketing practices of these loans by for-profit schools in particular. 

These practices include direct marketing to borrowers who are often unaware of 
all their options, a tactic that has been widely criticized for the part it’s played 
in saddling borrowers with unmanageable levels of debt.12 Additionally, these 
schools have made a concerted effort to market to and recruit veterans, even 
relying on third-party marketing firms who create the illusion that they are part 
of or endorsed by the federal government—using websites like GIbill.com—
and that these for-profit colleges are the only ones accepting Post-9/11 G.I. 
Bill education benefits. The result is often exhausted benefits and unnecessary 
student debt.13

One of the most troubling segments of student lending, however, is the private 
student loan sector. Defaulted private loans alone currently total more than $8.1 
billion, representing 850,000 individual loans.14 Because these loans often carry 
high and variable interest rates, many students can end up paying far more than 
the cost of tuition.

Private student lending has become so great a concern among students, schools, 
and higher education advocates that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
dedicated an entire report to the subject.15 Over the last decade, the demand for 
securities backed by these loans led to a dramatic growth in private student lend-
ing.16 From 2005 to 2011 alone, total private student loan debt more than doubled 
from $55.9 billion to $140.2 billion.17 

Regardless of which kind of loan students take out (federal or private), all student 
borrowers face the challenge of repaying their loans—specifically, navigating the 
bureaucracy involved with the private companies contracted by the original lender 
(federal and private) to oversee and facilitate repayment. But the problem is more 
than these loan servicers being unresponsive or unhelpful. Over the last year 1 
million borrowers saw their loans arbitrarily assigned (some only notified after the 
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fact) to a new company, which has resulted in fluctuation of their payments, being 
put in forbearance, and other inaccuracies in their statements.18 

Major progress was made with the student loan reforms President Barack Obama 
signed in 2010, which eliminated $60 billion in unnecessary subsidies to private 
lenders. Those funds were put toward grants for low-income students and the 
federal government began making fixed, low-interest loans directly to students.19

Behind these stark national numbers is the impact these trends are having on 
students. In fact, the impact often extends beyond the students, burdening their 
families for decades. This threatens the ability of current and future generations to 
build successful careers and contribute to the economy, and it affects the ability of 
previous generations to save for their own future. 

Indeed, the overwhelming debt many students face leave them unable to wait for 
higher-paying jobs and forces them to take lower-paying jobs in order to stop the 
payments and interest from ballooning.20 This results in fewer graduates starting 
their own businesses and negatively impacts the economy. Though many with 
federal student loans have the option of income-based repayment—a recently 
expanded program which caps borrowers’ required monthly payments at an 
affordable amount based on income and family size21—the majority of borrowers 
with federal student loans22 are either unaware or do not understand the program. 
Additionally, this is not even an option for those with private student loans. 

Furthermore, the escalation of college costs has resulted in many students and 
families barely scraping by, having to turn down admissions to their top-choice 
schools they couldn’t afford, or delaying college altogether.23 Worse still, some 
students leave school with debt and no degree.24

Despite these issues, higher education remains critical for millions of students 
and their families. Recent reports from the Bureau of Labor Statistics now show 
that college graduates are nearly twice as likely25 to find work as those with only 
a high school diploma. The current unemployment rate for those with a college 
degree—4.1 percent—is about half of the national average. For individuals, it pro-
vides a clear path to the middle class, a higher likelihood of gainful employment, 
and life-long financial and personal benefits. An advanced degree also provides for 
a skilled workforce that is crucial to rebuilding the American economy. 
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This report will provide an overview and analysis of:

•	Existing student debt
•	The factors contributing to the rise in student debt
•	Changes in student debt over time
•	The role lenders have played in the current student debt crisis
•	Who has the debt
•	The impact of student debt 

We begin with student loans.
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Loans

History of student lending

Taken for granted by many today, student loans are actually a relatively recent part 
of the U.S. higher education system. They were first offered through the National 
Defense Education Act, which passed in 1958.26 The legislation was meant to help 
the United States better compete with the Soviet Union in the race to put a man 
on the moon, and was instrumental in helping thousands of enrolling students 
study education, engineering, and other sciences. 

Thanks to the success of the legislation, access to student loans was expanded sig-
nificantly with the passage of the Higher Education Act in 1965.27 Providing low-
interest loans to students was a major step forward in increasing college access and 
affordability for anyone who qualified for the opportunity to earn a degree. It was 
under Title IV of the act that funding for student loans was increased and expand-
ing this program was especially crucial in opening the doors to a college education 
for students from middle-class families whose income meant they didn’t qualify 
for grants and other need-based scholarships, but also weren’t high enough for 
them to be able to afford the cost of college on their own.

Student loans can be divided into three basic categories:

•	Direct Loans, which are federal student loans
•	Federal Family Education Loans, or FFEL loans, which are also federal stu-

dent loans
•	Private loans, which are administered by private banks 

Overview of student loans

Federal and private student loans each make up important parts of the current 
student debt picture, and both continue to grow. Current federal student loans 
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total $864 billion and private student loans total $150 billion, equaling more than 
$1 trillion in current student debt.28 Though the Federal Family Education Loan 
program was eliminated in 2010 to prioritize the Direct Loan program, generating 
estimated savings reaching nearly $70 billion,29 many Federal Family Education 
Loans are still being paid back by borrowers and remain a major part of the stu-
dent debt picture.30 

At the end of fiscal year 2011, the Department of Education estimated that total of 
outstanding Direct Loans stood at $342 billion,31 and a more recent estimate put 
the total amount of outstanding Federal Family Education Loans at $400 billion.32 
And with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau estimating earlier this year 
that total outstanding student debt has surpassed $1 trillion,33 it is likely that the 
amount of outstanding loans in each program has grown even larger.

Causes of increased student debt

While a variety of factors have led to the major jump in the total level of student 
lending, the primary contributors have been the increasing cost of college, the 
choice by state legislatures to make higher education a lesser priority in annual 
budgets, aggressive lending practices, and the recession cutting into the savings 
and earning power of families.

Increasing cost of college

Since 1980 the cost of college has skyrocketed, growing by more than 1,000 
percent.34 The incredible increase in the bill faced by students and their parents 
is all the more concerning when considering that this increase has outpaced the 
growth of the Consumer Price Index, gasoline, and even health care.35 By compari-
son, gasoline prices have increased 200 percent, health care has increased about 
250 percent, and the Consumer Price Index as a whole has only increased slightly 
more than 100 percent over the same time period.36

Over the last four decades, average hourly wages and compensation have also 
remained nearly flat in comparison to productivity,37 meaning that the majority 
of U.S. workers are not being appropriately compensated and are unable to afford 
major and constantly rising costs like a college education.
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While a variety of factors contribute to rising tuition costs, such as professor sala-
ries and campus amenities, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York points to public 
funding cuts as the most significant factor. Economists Rajashri Chakrabarti, 
Maricar Mabutas, and Basit Zafar note that in 2000, public colleges and universi-
ties relied upon state and local appropriations for more than 70 percent of their 
revenue, and in 2011 public funding only made up about 57 percent of the fund-
ing for their annual budgets.38 Indeed, the paper asserts that recent increases in 
tuition represent efforts by schools to make up for decreasing public funding, and 
not a result of increased federal financial aid. The end result is that more students 
are turning to loans to keep up with costs.

Higher education cuts in state budgets

With higher education usually 
considered “discretionary spend-
ing”—budget items that can be 
cut as opposed to nondiscretion-
ary or mandatory spending, 
which refers to budget items that 
are locked in—in state budgets, it 
is one of the areas state legislators 
have cut in recent years.39 Colleges 
and universities are making up the 
difference by increasing tuition, 
but it has also resulted in some 
schools offering fewer scholar-
ships.40 Ultimately, state cuts are 
passed onto students and families.

Aggressive lending practices

One element of student lending that has been a key part of the overall increase in 
loans issued has been lenders’ aggressive tactics. Richard Cordray, director of the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, has called these tactics “strikingly similar” 
to those of the mortgage industry when subprime loans skyrocketed.41 

FIGURE 1

Decrease in state-level higher education funding
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Specifically, the direct marketing to borrowers who are often unaware of all their 
options has been widely criticized for the part it’s played in saddling borrowers 
with unmanageable levels of debt.42 For-profit colleges have played a particularly 
significant role: In 2001, 62 percent of freshmen at for-profit colleges took out 
student loans—just eight years later, that number jumped to 86 percent.43

The recession’s impact on families 

The increasing cost of college has been a major reason for the growth of student 
lending, but the global economic recession of 2008 was also an important factor. 
Many households saw one or both parents lose their jobs,44 and many who still 
had jobs saw their wages cut, especially those with incomes of $30,000 or less who 
could least afford it.45 The result of these hardships was a decrease in savings by 
parents for their kids’ college and more reliance on student loans by the students 
and the parents.46 
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Lenders

Lenders, both federal and private, have played and will continue to play a major role 
in the current levels of student debt millions are facing. Outlined below are current 
student loan structures, the major lenders, and the collection process. We give par-
ticular attention to the roles played by private lenders and for-profit colleges.

Federal student loans: Direct Loans and Federal Family Education Loans

Direct Loans, as the name suggests, are made directly from the Department of 
Education to the students without the involvement of a private lender.47 Though 
Direct Loans in their current iteration began in 2010, they have been a resource 
provided to students by the federal government since 1958.48 These loans include 
subsidized loans for undergraduates, which have a 3.4 percent interest rate; 
unsubsidized loans for all students, which have a 6.8 percent interest rate;49 and 
Direct PLUS Loans for graduate students and parents of dependent undergradu-
ate students, which have a fixed 7.9 percent interest rate.50 

The Federal Family Education Loan program—originally called the Guaranteed 
Student Loan—is second only in size to Direct Loans. It began much earlier, cre-
ated in 1965 by the Higher Education Act,51 and gave state and private, nonprofit 
agencies the power to guarantee student loans and establish insurance for the 
lenders who did not have access to those agencies. Renamed the Federal Family 
Education Loan program under the Higher Education Amendments of 1992,52 
these loans were made by private lenders and guaranteed by the government. 

To eliminate the inefficiencies created by having private lenders act as the middle-
men, the federal government eliminated this program and as of July 1, 2010, the 
Federal Family Education Loan program was eliminated, making Direct Loans the 
sole option for students seeking federal student loans.53 Prior to this, the govern-
ment subsidized private lenders to offer loans to students and they would guaran-
tee the value of the loan.

http://studentaid.ed.gov/types/loans/plus
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While a student with perfect information understands that federal student loans—
with fixed, low-interest rates—remain a better deal than private student loans, many 
are unaware of their options and take on burdensome private student loans.

The total number of borrowers with outstanding student loan debt has now reached 
37 million. Of these, 5.4 million (or 14 percent) had at least one past-due student 
loan account.54 Taking stock of all federal lending, there are currently 35 million peo-
ple with outstanding federal student loans, including those with Direct Loans and 
Federal Family Education Loans.55 At the end of fiscal year 2011, the Department 
of Education estimated that total outstanding Direct Loans stood at $342 billion,56 
and a more recent estimate put the total amount of outstanding Federal Family 
Education Loans at $400 billion.57 Earlier this year the total outstanding student 
debt was estimated to have surpassed $1 trillion, and it is therefore likely that the 
amount of outstanding loans in each program has grown even larger.58

Federal loan-collection process

Last year alone, the federal government spent nearly $1.5 billion on loan collec-
tion, with $355 million going to nearly two dozen private debt collectors that 
handle direct loans and the other $1.06 billion to guarantee agencies that oversee 
the remaining Federal Family Education Loans.59 

With close to 6 million borrowers in default on their student loans,60 up roughly 30 
percent in the last five years,61 the need to examine the process and the incentives 
that loan servicers have has never been greater. To put this into context, the almost 
one-in-six student borrowers in default owe a combined $76 billion, more than the 
combined annual tuition for all students attending public two- and four-year colleges. 

A natural question, then, is how much the organizations tasked with servicing and 
collecting student loans make. One company, the Educational Credit Management 
Corp., charges fees to borrowers and gives their employees commissions when they 
collect on defaulted loans. In 2010 the company’s top-performing employees were 
given bonuses that amounted to as much as 10 times their base salary.62

In an attempt to recover money on the defaulted loans, the Department of 
Education paid more than $1.4 billion last fiscal year to collection agencies and 
other groups to hunt down defaulters.
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Just as troubling as the levels of compensation, if not more so, is the incentive 
structure in place at many of these collection agencies. Like similar organizations, 
the Educational Credit Management Corp. receives more money when it collects 
from borrowers than it does from preventing them from defaulting.63 When the 
professional who is overseeing the entire repayment process is more concerned 
with the money they recover than with ensuring borrowers are on a sustainable 
path to repayment, the borrowers are clearly being set up to fail. 

Private student loans

Private student lending has seen a significant increase in recent years, led by a rise 
in demand for securities backed by these loans over the past decade.64 From just 
2005 to 2011, total private student loan debt more than doubled, jumping from 
$55.9 billion to $140.2 billion.65

The top private lenders

While there are at least 30 private banks and lenders that provide student loans, 
there are three that dominate the market: Sallie Mae, Wells Fargo, and Discover. 
With close to 2 million students expected to complete a four-year degree this 
year—up more than 40 percent from just five years ago—the banks see enormous 
potential for profit.66 

With the increased competition in the student loan market created by the federal 
government offering low-interest direct loans to students, private lenders have 
made efforts to continue to attract borrowers. In 2011 Wells Fargo began offering 
fixed-rate loans, a divergence from the private student loan standard of variable 
rate loans, ranging from 7.75 percent to 14.25 percent depending on the bor-
rower’s credit score.67 And in May 2012 both Sallie Mae and Discover also began 
offering fixed-rate loans.68 Even so, aggressive marketing by these lenders contin-
ues, targeting borrowers who can least afford these loans. 

More than half of students do not exhaust their eligibility for federal student 
loans,69 many because they are simply unaware of their options of various fixed, 
low-interest federal student loans and sign up for the more expensive private loans 
with variable and often higher interest rates. Indeed, due to the variable rates on 

http://www.investmentnews.com/article/20120605/FREE/120609972
http://blogs.smartmoney.com/advice/2012/05/21/student-loan-price-war-banks-vs-feds/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/08/wells-fargo-unveils-fixed-rate-student-loan_n_873345.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/06/08/wells-fargo-unveils-fixed-rate-student-loan_n_873345.html
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most private student loans, some students have faced rates as much as twice those 
offered by federal loans.70

With 2.9 million students taking on private loans to pay for school, many are feel-
ing the burden. And while some private lenders are seeking to expand their mar-
ket, others like JPMorgan Chase & Co. are dialing back as a result of the increased 
competition from the federal government.

Criticism of private student lending

The recent report from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau71 focusing on the 
private student-loan market highlighted a number of key problems faced by student 
borrowers, including the increase in direct-to-consumer loans, the trend toward 
more loans requiring co-signers, and private lenders targeting low-income students.

Increase in direct-to-consumer student loans

Traditionally, private student loans are certified by the school when the lender 
informs the college about the loan, but these new direct-to-consumer loans—loans 
made directly to students without the involvement of the college or university the 
student is enrolled in—are on the rise.72 Some of these lenders even discouraged stu-
dents from taking out federal loans.73 Indeed these loans allowed lenders to remove 
financial aid offices—where students could learn about their eligibility for federal 
loans and scholarships—from the equation.74 The problem with this approach is 
that it allows lenders to sign students up for loans that are larger than they need and 
result in the students facing even greater debt after graduation.75

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau report shows that when these direct-
to-consumer loans grew the most—2004 to 2007—some totaled as much as 
151 percent of tuition. A consequence of students taking out larger loans than 
they need is that many will take longer to pay off their loans, with others even 
defaulting. During the 2004 to 2007 period, lenders had very little incentive to 
create only loans that students could pay off because the demand was still high for 
student loan asset-backed securities, and the lenders could quickly sell them and 
leave someone else to deal with the consequences.76

http://blogs.cfed.org/cfed_news_clips/2011/07/the-new-private-student-loan-s.html
http://blogs.cfed.org/cfed_news_clips/2011/07/the-new-private-student-loan-s.html
http://www.usnews.com/education/blogs/student-loan-ranger/2012/08/08/private-student-loan-issues-examined-in-new-report
http://www.usnews.com/education/blogs/student-loan-ranger/2012/08/08/private-student-loan-issues-examined-in-new-report
http://money.cnn.com/2012/07/20/pf/college/private-student-loan-debt-cfpb/index.htm
http://www.policyshop.net/home/2012/7/20/securitizing-students-how-wall-street-helped-indenture-young.html
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Increasing number of loans requiring co-signers

The second major trend identified in the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau report is the increase in private lenders requir-
ing students to have co-signers on their loans. The report shows 
that this was a natural result of the financial market crashing in 
2008 and the demand for student loan asset-backed securities 
going down with it. Now lenders were forced to keep the major-
ity of the loans they created instead of just selling risky loans 
immediately after creating them. They also limited to lend only 
to credit-worthy borrowers. In order to come as close as possible 
to maintaining their current volume of loan generation, they 
gave loans to a similar number of borrowers and placated their 
investors by requiring that more of their loans have co-signers. In 
2008 the number of private student loans with a co-signer was 67 
percent, but by 2011 that share jumped to 90 percent.79

In 2007, Elite Financial Group and 33 other companies were singled out 

by New York City Attorney General Andrew Cuomo for methods and 

tactics they employed to sign students up for loans.77 Cuomo alleged 

that these companies marketed their loans deceptively and aggres-

sively, using online and other channels to directly target students.

Indeed, the investigation revealed that solicitation letters that Elite sent 

to students were marked “Federal Loan Division” and had an eagle seal. 

By creating the illusion that these companies were part of the federal 

student loan program, they succeeded in confusing borrowers and 

their parents, many of whom were already struggling to navigate 

their financial aid options. Other practices by these schools included 

mailing fake checks or false rebates on loans to entice students to call.

And as a result of circumnavigating the schools where these students 

would be enrolled, Elite and lenders like it were able to sign students 

up for loans that were for more money than they needed to borrow, 

thus increasing the likelihood that students would be stuck paying 

back the principal and mounting interest for years to come.

In his nine-month investigation of Elite and 33 other private lend-

ers, Cuomo was able to reach an agreement with about a dozen 

companies and 26 colleges and universities to follow a new code of 

conduct.78 As regulators continue to crack down on organizations like 

Elite and the deceptive practices they employ, we will be able to de-

crease the abuses that many students and their families fall victim to.

Deceptive and aggressive private lenders

FIGURE 2

Increase in private lenders requiring 
co-signers
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http://www.businessinsider.com/heres-how-private-student-loan-debt-became-a-150-billion-burden-2012-7
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Private lenders targeting low-income borrowers

The third challenge addressed in the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau report 
is lenders blatantly targeting low-income and financially unsophisticated borrow-
ers. As the access to and importance of a college education increases, so too do the 
number of first-generation college students. But because these students cannot rely 
on their family and friends for experienced guidance and advice when making key 
decisions related to college, they can be quickly overwhelmed. Only 15 percent of 
these first-generation students complete their degrees within six years.80 

Worse still is the targeting of these students and their families by lenders.81 In fact, 
the report found that private student-loan borrowing is much less frequent for 
students whose parents have completed college and can advise them to favor the 
typically more affordable federal student loans. 

Indeed, low-income students have been a key target of for-profit colleges. Because 
these colleges’ revenue depends so heavily on federal student aid dollars, attract-
ing more low-income students means they will have a steady stream of that money 
through Pell Grants and other programs.82 It also means that these colleges can 
market their high-interest loans to these low-income students who are often 
unaware of their options and sign on to loans that haven’t been fully explained.83 
The dangers of such high-risk loans even lead some low-income students and their 
parents to eschew loans altogether.84

Private loan collection process

As for the repayment process on private student loans, some companies, among 
them Sallie Mae, will not only originate student loans but also handle the servic-
ing and collecting of repayment.85 While this is the approach of some, most private 
lenders sell the student loans they create to investors and hire other companies to 
service and collect on them.86

Once the student leaves school, the private lender will either shift the task of ser-
vicing and collecting the loan to part of the company dedicated to this process or 
outsource the process entirely to another company who handles collection.87

The problem that arises is that two students who took out similar loans can have 
completely different experiences with the collection process, with some facing 

http://www.npr.org/2011/12/13/143641353/keeping-first-generation-college-kids-on-track
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/27/for-profit-colleges-lose-federal-aid-90-10_n_1920190.html
http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2010/05/subprime-student-loans
http://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/paying-for-college/articles/2012/09/24/fear-factor-keeps-low-income-students-from-college?s_cid=related-links:TOP
http://bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/10/16/private-student-loan-gripes-echo-mortgage-complaints/
http://bucks.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/10/16/private-student-loan-gripes-echo-mortgage-complaints/
http://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/paying-for-college/student-loan/articles/2010/05/10/11-steps-to-relief-from-federal-student-loans
http://studentaid.ed.gov/repay-loans/understand/servicers
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with a number of extra problems. Many of these collection agencies fail to differ-
entiate between evasive and dishonest borrowers and the much larger number of 
borrowers who are simply overwhelmed and unable to repay their loans.88

The rise of for-profit colleges

Within the realm of private student lending, a major contributor 
to the current crisis has been for-profit colleges. Students at non-
four-year, for-profit colleges have experienced the largest increase 
in student debt among all student borrowers in recent years. In 
2001, 62 percent of freshmen at these schools took out student 
loans—just eight years later, that number jumped to 86 percent.89 

Additionally, students at for-profit colleges are far more likely 
to take on private student loans, at about twice the rate of their 
peers enrolled in nonprofit programs. As the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau report notes, in the 2007–08 academic year, 
36 percent of students at for-profit four-year schools took out a 
private student loan, compared to only 25 percent of students at 
private nonprofit four-year schools.

Skyrocketing enrollment 

Not only are for-profit students more likely to take on private student loans—
typically riskier than the low-fixed-rate federal loans—but the number of students 
enrolled in for-profit colleges has also skyrocketed over the last decade. Between 
2000 and 2009 total enrollment at these schools more than tripled, jumping from 
less than 500,000 students to more than 1.8 million.90 For-profit colleges’ role in 
the student debt crisis is made even more clear by the telling fact that although 
students at these schools account for only 10 percent of the total number of col-
lege students nationwide, these students take in more than 25 percent of federal 
student aid dollars and are responsible for close to half of all student loan defaults.

FIGURE 3

Share of private loan borrowers at each 
school type

Source: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
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http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/septemberoctober_2012/features/getting_rid_of_the_college_loa039354.php?page=2
http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/septemberoctober_2012/features/getting_rid_of_the_college_loa039354.php?page=2
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/06/04/for-profit-colleges-student-debt-dropout_n_1567607.html
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FIGURE 4

Levels of student debt by institution attended
2009 dependent college graduates
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FIGURE 5

Drop out rate by debt level
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Higher dropout rates

With students at for-profit colleges disproportionately saddled 
with debt, the fact that these students are much more likely to 
default on their loans is very logical. Indeed, the levels of debt 
that these students incur also leads to some dropping out, as they 
see the debt accumulating so rapidly while they are still in school 
that they quickly realize that continuing would mean facing far 
more debt than they could ever handle. This has an even more 
detrimental effect for students at for-profit colleges than for 
students at other schools. Overall, college dropouts nationwide 
faced a 26 percent unemployment rate, but those who dropped 
out of non-four-year for-profit colleges faced an unemployment 
rate of 36 percent.91

Aggressive marketing to veterans

For-profit colleges have aggressively recruited veterans because of a loophole that 
allows for-profit schools to not count the Post-9/11 G.I. Bill and other military 
tuition benefits toward the regulation that mandates that no more than 90 percent 
of the revenue for-profit colleges take in comes from federal student aid dollars.92 

Holly Petraeus, director of service member affairs at the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau and wife of Gen. David Petraeus, wrote about the issue in The 
New York Times, noting that between 2006 and 2010 the amount of military 
education benefits that just 20 for-profit colleges took in skyrocketed from $66.6 
million to $521.2 million.93

Indeed, a perfect example of a for-profit school targeting veterans can be seen in The 
Apollo Group, which runs the University of Phoenix. In the 2010–11 academic year, 
Apollo got more than $200 million from G.I. Bill benefits alone.94 As a result, the 
G.I. Bill has become an area of the federal budget that has come under consideration 
for cuts, meaning veterans’ access to college could be significantly impacted.

FIGURE 6

Drop out rate by type of college attended
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Increased scrutiny and investigation

As a result of the outsized role for-profit colleges have played and continue to 
play in the student debt crisis, the Department of Education and other prominent 
organizations and individuals have called for changes. In 2009 the department 
began creating tougher regulations for the for-profit college industry but for-profit 
schools have made concerted efforts to fight back against the crackdown, spending 
more than $4 million on lobbying since President Obama took office.95 

Among the organizations which have criticized for-profit colleges are The Institute 
for College Access & Success, The Education Trust, the United States Student 
Association, United States Public Interest Research Group, and Campus Progress.96

And in a report released by Sen. Tom Harkin (D-IA) studying 30 for-profit 
colleges, he found that 54 percent of the students who enrolled in the 2008–09 
school year left without a degree in the space of roughly four months. He also 
found that 63 percent of two-year associate degree seekers left without a degree.97

Over the last decade for-profit colleges have tripled their enrollment, 

and aggressive marketing and harassment has been the key to the 

increase in numbers. Even recruiting the homeless.

In October 2009 two recruiters from the University of Phoenix visited 

a homeless shelter in Cleveland, Ohio, where they tried to talk 70 des-

titute men into enrolling. Following the initial contact, these recruits 

were hounded by constant phone calls and emails.98

Such disadvantaged students are desirable because they qualify for 

federal grants and loans, which are largely responsible for the pros-

perity of for-profit colleges.

Sara Cohen—a case manager at Shelter Now in Meriden, Connecti-

cut—condemned the aggressive recruiting efforts, saying these 

schools “are preying upon people who are already vulnerable and 

can’t make it through a university. It’s evil.”

The end result for many of the homeless that were targeted is end-

ing up in debt with no degree to show for it, even worse off than 

they were before.

For-profit colleges: Shameless recruiting

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/23/for-profit-college-student-debt_n_1823215.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/23/for-profit-college-student-debt_n_1823215.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/davidhalperin/debt-and-no-degree_b_1716940.html
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Borrowers

The implications of student debt for the economy are significant, but so too is the 
individual impact on students and their families. Some of the key challenges today 
include more students leaving school with debt, some students leaving school 
before completing their degree, many students managing debt at older ages, and 
students of color being especially impacted by debt.

Students leaving school with debt, many without a degree

For many students, taking on debt to pay for school is a necessity from the begin-
ning. As of 2009, 53 percent of all freshmen take out loans.99 Earlier this year The 
New York Times reported that about two-thirds 
of bachelor’s degree graduates in the 2007–08 
academic year had to borrow money to attend 
college, up nearly 20 percent from 1993.100 
And this figure doesn’t even include the nearly 
30 percent of college students who took out 
loans dropped out of school.101 With no degree 
these students are unable to qualify for the 
good-paying jobs necessary to pay down their 
loans before the buildup of interest overwhelms 
them. And student borrowers who leave school 
without a degree are four times more likely 
than graduates to default on their loans. Today 
this has resulted in 37 million students facing 
student debt. 

FIGURE 7
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Age breakdown of those with student debt

Another important aspect of the borrower pool is the age break-
down of those with student loans. While households headed by 
young borrowers (35 and under) face the greatest share of current 
student debt—40 percent—the shares held by older age groups 
have increased significantly in recent years.102 Close to one-fifth 
(18 percent) of outstanding student debt was owed by households 
headed by borrowers aged 45 to 54, and nearly 1 in 10 households 
with student debt was headed by those aged 55 to 64.

Two key factors have contributed to the increased levels of 
student debt among older borrowers. First, with the economy 
still recovering, schools have seen an increase in middle-age 
students enrolling to boost their job prospects and with that 
increase has also come an uptick in the number of middle-age 
student borrowers.103 Additionally, in recent years private lenders 
have required that more of the student loans they issue have a 
co-signer,104 which has also led to an increase in older borrowers 
holding student debt.

Kevin Felisme at American University in Washington, D.C., is 

facing more than $160,000 in student loan debt when he graduates. 

“I was not the first person in my family to go to college, but my father 

grew up in Haiti and never went to college. College was emphasized 

because it was seen as a way to be successful.” But with the economy 

continuing to recover, facing this much student debt could hold 

Kevin back for years to come.

Christina Gutierrez at the University of Southern California 

expects to be paying off a total of $22,000 after she earns her degree. 

“Was cost a major factor in deciding where to go to college? Yes,” she 

says. “But my parents were extremely adamant about finding means 

and making where I wanted to go a possibility. ... cost shouldn’t be a 

reason to deter a student from attending the best college they can.” 

Like many other current students, Christina understands the value of 

a college degree, but also realizes that trying to pay back that much 

debt may take a very long time.

Students facing overwhelming debt

FIGURE 8
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Effects of student debt on students of color

The current student debt crisis affects students from a range of backgrounds, but 
some are impacted more than others. More than any other group, students of 
color rely on financial aid to pay for college.105 
 
A recent Center for American Progress analysis on the impact of student debt on 
communities of color revealed some key findings.106 Students of color, particularly 
African Americans, are graduating with more student debt: 27 percent of black 
bachelor’s degree recipients had more than $30,500 in debt compared to 16 per-
cent for their white counterparts. And with Pell Grants facing cuts, many students 
of color who rely on these awards to help pay for school will be forced to borrow 
at even greater rates. 

Latino students are also feeling the impact. While these students have seen their 
overall educational attainment increase—the number of Latinos with bachelor’s 
degrees jumped 80 percent between 2001 and 2011107 —the racial gap with 
whites continues, with 20 percent more whites over the age of 25 holding bach-
elor’s degrees.108 As the cost of college continues to rise and more students are 
taking on debt to keep up, this disparity will only persist, if not worsen. Indeed, 
the last decade has seen the number of Latino students taking out loans increase 
12 percent and the number of black students taking out loans increase 16 percent.

FIGURE 9
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Further, students of color are more likely to enroll in for-profit 
schools, and they currently account for almost half of student 
loan defaults. This is just one more way that these students are 
acutely feeling the impact of the student debt crisis.

A full 15 percent of black recent graduates are unemployed, twice 
the number of white graduates.109 Recent Latino graduates also 
face an unemployment rate of about 15 percent.110 And the longer 
it takes for graduates to find jobs, the easier it is for them to fall 
behind on student loans.

Additionally, 69 percent of black students who don’t finish school 
cite the burden of high student loan debt as the reason, compared 
with 43 percent of their white peers.111 And while Latino students between the 
ages of 16 and 25 value a college education—86 percent saying getting a degree 
is a high priority for them—less than half said they planned to go to college, 
compared to 60 percent of all young adults. Indeed, 74 percent of young Latinos 
who didn’t attend college cited financial reasons and families’ lack of knowledge of 
financial aid options, including student loans, as barriers to action.112

The impact of the student debt crisis cannot be underestimated. It is already appar-
ent for millions of borrowers in the jobs they take, the economic purchases they 
delay, and the choices of some of them to drop out before completing their degree. 

Student debt affects the jobs borrowers take

The overlap of the recent recession and the continuing rise in student debt has cre-
ated a perfect storm that is overwhelming many borrowers. For some with federal 
loans, there is the option of income-based repayment, which caps borrowers’ 
required monthly payments at an affordable amount based on income and family 
size.113 The problem is that many who are eligible—those with loans made under 
the Direct Loan or Federal Family Education Loan programs—are unaware of this 
option and as a result are unnecessarily at much greater risk of default.

Facing a tough job market is more than enough to challenge college graduates, 
but when many are also struggling to manage ever-increasing monthly payments 
on their student loans, the pressure can push graduates—even from the highest-

FIGURE 10

Recent graduate unemployment rate by race
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ranked schools114—to take jobs that are unrelated to their field of study115 and 
often low paying.116 

Student debt affects the economy

With borrowers in these situations fortunate to just keep up with their student loan 
payments, many are unable to save for the future and are also forced to delay major 
economic decisions such as buying a car or home. Indeed, the struggling economy 
has added to the challenges many borrowers still paying off student loans face. Close 
to half (46 percent) of young people aged 18 to 34 have delayed purchasing a home 
and that number is even higher (56 percent) for African Americans.117 

One study finds that 40 percent of graduates surveyed by Rutgers University 
earlier this year cited student debt as the reason they delayed major purchases like 
a home or car.118 And in a recently released report, the Institute for One Wisconsin 
found a strong correlation between home ownership and student debt, with more 
than 85 percent of renters with a household income of $50,000–$75,000 currently 
repaying a student loan.119

These delayed purchases impact more than individual borrowers, however. They 
also dampen the economic recovery as a whole with first-time homebuyers play-
ing an essential role in the rebound of the housing market,120 and consumer spend-
ing as a whole making up nearly 70 percent of the country’s economic activity.121 

Student debt causes some to drop out

Far worse, however, is the challenge of facing a still-recovering job market with 
debt and no degree—a situation more and more borrowers are facing. In 2009 
close to 30 percent of student borrowers dropped out of school, up from less than 
one-quarter of student borrowers just 10 years ago.122 Having all of the debt but 
none of the earning power a degree would have given them puts these borrowers 
in an impossible predicament. As of 2012, 36 million Americans have attended 
college without earning a degree.123 

The significance is evident in the disparity in expected lifetime earnings between 
those with degrees ($2.3 million) and those without ($1.5 million). Indeed, Wilbert 
van der Klaauw, an economist with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, warned, 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/college-dropouts-have-debt-but-no-degree/2012/05/28/gJQAnUPqwU_story.html
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-04-09/student-loan-debt-with-little-to-show-for-it
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303640104577438252890217584.html
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“You have to worry about repayment and how it is going to affect not just consump-
tion but possibly lifetime decisions like marriage, fertility and buying houses.”124 
If these trends continue and the student debt crisis is not meaningfully addressed 
soon, the consequences will likely be felt for generations to come.

Student debt also affects students’ families

Paying for their children to go to college has always been a significant sacrifice that 
families have made. But with skyrocketing college costs forcing more students to 
take out loans, the impact of the debt is being felt by the families as well. The result 
has been felt at all income levels, even the well off.125 But lower-middle-income 
families are being hurt even more: A recent study found that students from fami-
lies with incomes between $40,000 and $59,000 borrowed $12,000 more in 2010 
than families with incomes greater than $100,000.126 
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Conclusion

Student debt now exceeds $1 trillion and it will continue to rise if we don’t take 
action. The consequences of climbing student debt are grave for both students and 
the country as a whole. 

A college education is essential to compete in today’s job market but it will 
become even more indispensable in the future. Sixty-two percent of jobs today 
require some of level of education beyond high school and that number is 
expected to increase to 75 percent by 2020.127 Additionally, 90 percent of students 
who graduated college between 2008 and 2010 were employed in 2012 compared 
to 64 percent of their peers without degrees.128 

Higher education is an integral part of the American Dream. But in order for it 
to be affordable for all, we must address the student debt crisis before it spirals 
further out of control.

Anne Johnson is the Director of Campus Progress, Tobin Van Ostern is the Deputy 
Director of Campus Progress, and Abraham White is the Communications Associate 
for Campus Progress.
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